


DISC 1

1 Soundscape I [4.44 ]

A Little Cantata – Tracey Chadwell in memoriam [3.34]
2 I (instrumental) [0.47]
3 II High mountain meadow [0.29]
4 III (instrumental) [0.31]
5 IV I gave you some scores [0.33]
6 V This cricket, that grasshopper... [1.09]
Lesley-Jane Rogers (soprano), John Turner (recorder), Peter Lawson (piano)

7 Soundscape II [6.07]

8 Blue upon Blue for solo cello [7.24]
Jonathan Price (cello)

9 Soundscape III [3.56]

Six Postcard Pieces for solo piano [4.45]
10 Ouverture [0.57]
11 March [0.31]
12 Rhapsody [0.52]
13 Nocturne [0.22]
14 Sonata [1.35]
15 Toccata [0.28]
Peter Lawson (piano)

16 Soundscape IV [5.22]

17 A tree telling of Orpheus [24.33]
Lesley-Jane Rogers (soprano), Gemini directed by Martyn Brabbins

Total CD duration [60.29]



DISC 2

1 Soundscape V [7.04]

2 Metamorphosis at Mullet Creek for solo recorder [ 2.35]
John Turner (recorder)

A Norfolk Songbook for soprano and recorder [18.10]
3 Gallows Hill [3.42]
4 Hare [0.51]
5 The world oozing [2.21]
6 Hedgerow [0.18]
7 Wind shouts [0.36]
8 Barn Owl [2.37]
9 Gulls jostling [0.44]
10 Rainbow dance [1.24]
11 Black sky [0.43]
12 Spring tide [4.54]
Lesley-Jane Rogers (soprano), John Turner (recorder)

Cambewarra for solo piano [31.20]
13 Cambewarra I [11.43]
14 Cambewarra II [8.35]
15 Cambewarra III [11.02]
Peter Lawson (piano)

Total CD duration [59.21]



Listen and you shall see: the landscapes of David Lumsdaine

Logically, musicologically so to speak, the works on this pair of discs might have been arranged
chronologically. They are all fairly late Lumsdaine, progressing from Cambewarra of 1980 to the
magical sound canvases recorded between 1984 and 2004. Lumsdaine’s music has its own highly
personal, compelling logic, however, and the sequence I have devised enables the compositions to
be heard as components of a rich, vital and varied, and yet surprisingly consistent, organic musical
structure. The discs could be said to form a diptych, presenting first a broad focus and then a close-
up of his musical landscape. A pair of fine early Monet paintings, Le Jardin de l’Infante and Quai du
Louvre are brought to mind, hinting at an illuminating parallel which I shall be exploring further.

David Lumsdaine has been making soundscapes since 1983. The five on these discs are late ones,
and presented chronologically could be made to sound like the outcome of the notated music. In
reality, however, the reverse is the case. When I first knew David, in the mid-1960s, he would at
the right time of the year head off to, say, the Solent to record the flocking of waders. Those
amazing gestural sounds, of flocks rising and calling, slowly began to affect his musical language.
Consequently on these discs there is an interactive rhythmic flow, back and forth between
soundscape and human music. Initially the latter appears to live in the soundscapes, but by disc 2
it has absorbed their quality of spaciousness and broad rhythm into its own aural landscape.

But let’s be clear. Lumsdaine does not imitate birdsong, never mind the sound of frogs. He
occasionally allows fragments to appear, but it’s the spacious luminosity and, particularly in
Cambewarra, the vertical harmonic structure of the Australian sound-world that provide the model
for a musical landscape inhabited by Lumsdaine’s own gestural and structural inventiveness. All
the soundscapes are in their own way compositions in any case, since they are not simple, passive
recordings but carefully-edited assemblages, composed, to use Lumsdaine’s own words, ‘to
celebrate Anthony Gilbert’s 70th birthday’. Forty years earlier he opened my ears to birdsong,
which I ultimately made the subject of a Master’s dissertation.

Why Australian soundscapes? Partly because this is where the composer comes from, and has
been returning to as often as practicable since the early 1970s. But a more specific reason lies in
the way Australian birds sing, call or cry. They do it in harmony. In a given territory, which may
occupy no more than a few hundred square metres, the birds of all native species sing in tune with
one another and with an unstated but identifiable harmonic series, built on an unheard



fundamental tone. As with any natural harmonic series, the higher the notes, the closer the
pitches, but rarely, if ever, do the singers deviate from the harmonic spectrum. So we hear diatonic
phrases in the lower ranges, then chromatic, and rare examples of microtonal singing near the
upper limits of audibility.

Have no fear however; this is not going to be an analytical presentation of Lumsdaine’s intricate
techniques, familiar though I am with them through long discussions during their formulation. For
these techniques are simply a means to an end, which in Lumsdaine’s case was, dare I say, pure
impressionism. Not the so-called impressionism of Debussy and Ravel, but in musical, quasi-visual
terms the true impressionism of, in my view, Monet in particular. For ‘Solent’, read ‘Le Havre’.
Moreover, as in Paris in the 1860s onwards, these works and the thought that went into them are
product of an early creative companionship between the two of us, a benefice which has become
rare in our savagely competitive world of contemporary music. And also, like the French
impressionists, Lumsdaine finds nourishment in Japanese art, the orchestral masterpiece
Hagoromo (ABC 426 994-2) being a powerful example. In the works on these discs too there is a
luminosity, vibrancy, richness of colour, structural clarity, feeling of spontaneity and sense of space
that can immediately bring to mind the landscapes and seascapes of Monet. So, I’ve intended the
notes on the compositions to be brief backgrounds, outlining their context. Any more would be as
distracting as an analysis of the brush-techniques, rhythm and colour-management of an
impressionist painting would be to the engaged non-specialist.

DISC 1

1. Australian Soundscape I : The billabong at sunset (Lake Emu)

This is the first of four Darling River Studies, originally recorded in 1984. In it we hear some of the
more common Australian birds inhabiting wood and waterside, as well as water birds and, as
though to authenticate the scene, frogs, bees, cicadas and crickets. It leads beautifully into:

2-6. A Little Cantata Tracey Chadwell, in memoriam (1996)

Tracey, right up to her early death from leukaemia in 1996, was a wonderful soprano, equally at
home with the classics and contemporary song. She frequently worked with John Turner’s various



ensembles. This is the second of two works David Lumsdaine has written with her voice in mind,
though sadly, posthumously in this case. The Cantata is also his last published composition.

[3] 1. High mountain meadow:
a sea of flowers,
a wash of butterflies;
snow harvest.

[6] 3. This cricket, that grasshopper -
it’s the earth that shrills and
chants.
This Swallowtail, that Apollo,
the air glides and flutters.
Rocks bake, the scree sears,
clefts of snow etch the high
peaks.
Sweet wild cherries, mountain
strawberries,
fruit of a season.
This hand, too –
this song.

[5] 2. I gave you some scores.
you, with breath, with passion,
fashioned the music.
You made the songs yours,
your voice became mine;

Some joyful minutes
the music danced;
timeless,
in the ground of mind.

Poems © David Lumsdaine

7. Australian Soundscape II : Frogs at night

There is a hint of La Grenouillère in this haunting soundscape; here, however, we have actual frogs,
shrilling and chanting in elaborate polyrhythms at their evening gathering, rather than a group of
elegant city-dwellers socialising on the riverside marshes. An elusive Tawny Frogmouth
occasionally hoots in the distance.



8. Blue upon Blue (1991)

This short piece for solo cello was commissioned by Tall Poppies, the leading Australian record label
specialising in new music, for one of Australia’s outstanding cellists, David Pereira, who gave its first
public performance at the Sydney Festival in January 1992. It is in fact a duet for soloist: a modal
melody, almost a raga, against the more percussive, pitch-unfocussed pizzicato commentary. A
jugalbandi comes to mind, though there is a Japanese influence too: the title and certainly the
haunting atmosphere are inspired by a haiku by Setcho, maybe also by a Monet landscape, all three
gently absorbed into Lumsdaine’s own poetry-filled music.

Beautiful the evening clouds,
endless the distant hills, blue upon blue,
range upon range.

9. Australian Soundscape III : Raven Cry

The cello’s final sounds lead magically into this picture of sunrise, and a dawn chorus of
breathtaking richness. We hear the Rufous Songlark, the Whistling Kite and an approaching band
of Australian Ravens, who finally interrupt a Sacred Kingfisher to bring the soundscape to a close-
up close, unsettling the established harmonic scheme with their bent bass notes.

10-15. Six Postcard Pieces (1994)

This birthday greeting for the present writer was also commissioned by Tall Poppies, for Australian
pianist Ian Munro. Little need or indeed should be said about its elegant, continuous sequence of
reminiscent miniatures. The titles tell all, the first and last having French undertones, and each
piece portrays events or characters known to the composer. One can in fact sense in them
Lumsdaine’s admiration for the imagery, and irony, of Beethoven’s Bagatelles. There’s a touch of
irony in these titles too, as you’ll hear, and momentarily, a gentle parody of pastiche, perhaps?

[10] Ouverture (à la française)
[11] March (hardly militaristic)
[12] Rhapsody (moments of ecstasy, spells of calm)
[13] Nocturne (almost a nightingale)
[14] Sonata (combining features of at least 3 typical movements)
[15] Toccata (barely touching on the concept; a hint of Ravel?)



16. Australian Soundscape IV : Serenade

The Toccata trots us into open country now, not far from the riverside. We hear some of
Australia’s most familiar birdsong in these moonlight duets: Pied Butcherbirds (truly modal
performers), Australian Magpies, who usually set off the day’s song by fixing the tuning, and Willy
Wagtails. There’s a hint of Blue upon Blue in the texturing of this music.

17. A tree telling of Orpheus (1990)

That clear, pre-dawn, modal singing prepares us for the longest vocal work on this pair of CDs. A
fresh dawn in its way, it is characterised by what appears to be a stylistic departure but is in fact
root Lumsdaine, simply branching out in a new direction, that of dramatic monologue or
monodrama. The Monet analogy, however, now ceases to apply. Here, outlines are sharply-
defined, and colour a secondary, though still significant concern. Line is the driving force, as it
needs to be with such a narrative. Diatonic modality, which is to become an underlying feature of
much of Lumsdaine’s later music, is for the first time brought firmly into the open. The rhythms are
essentially pulse-based, though never wooden, and the resulting drive, inventiveness and sheer
physical energy open up fresh new territories. The poem itself is clearly a metaphor for the poet’s
own personal epiphany, and embarkation on what proved ultimately to be a long spiritual journey.

A tree telling of Orpheus was commissioned by the ensemble Gemini for a concert celebrating the
composer’s 60th birthday at the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival in 1991, the soloist
then being Mary Wiegold. The poet, the late Denise Levertov, was born in East Anglia but spent
most of her adult life in the United States, where she campaigned for women’s rights and the
cessation of the Vietnamese war. This setting, of one of her earlier poems, is dedicated to Michael
Hall, a long-time supporter of the music of Lumsdaine – first as conductor, then BBC producer and
now writer. The music sings for itself.

White dawn. Stillness. When the rippling began
I took it for sea-wind, coming to our valley with rumours
of salt, of treeless horizons. But the white fog

didn’t stir; the leaves of my brothers remained outstretched,
unmoving.



Yet the rippling drew nearer – and then
my own outermost branches began to tingle, almost as if
fire had been lit below them, too close, and their twig-tips
were drying and curling.

Yet I was not afraid, only
deeply alert.

I was the first to see him, for I grew
out on the pasture slope, beyond the forest.

He was a man, it seemed: the two
moving stems, the short trunk, the two
arm-branches, flexible, each with five leafless

twigs at their ends,
and the head that’s crowned by brown or gold grass,
bearing a face not like the beaked face of a bird,

more like a flower’s.
He carried a burden made of

some cut branch bent while it was green,
strands of a vine tight-stretched across it. From this,
when he touched it, and from his voice
which unlike the wind’s voice had no need of our
leaves and branches to complete its sound,

came the ripple.
But it was no longer a ripple (he had come near and
stopped in my first shadow) it was a wave that bathed me

as if rain
rose from below and around me

instead of falling.
And what I felt was no longer a dry tingling:

I seemed to be singing as he sang, I seemed to know
what the lark knows; all my sap

was mounting towards the sun that by now
had risen, the mist was rising, the grass

was drying, yet my roots felt music moisten them
deep under earth.

He came still closer, leaned on my trunk:
the bark thrilled like a leaf still-folded.

Music! There was no twig of me not
trembling with my joy and fear.



Then as he sang
it was no longer sounds only that made the music:
he spoke, and as no tree listens I listened, and language

came into my roots
out of the earth,

into my bark
out of the air,

into the pores of my greenest shoots
gently as dew

and there was no word he sang but I knew its meaning.
He told of journeys,

of where sun and moon go while we stand in the dark,
of an earth journey he dreamt he would take some day

deeper than roots . . .
He told of the dreams of man, wars, passions, griefs,

and I, a tree, understood words – ah, it seemed
my thick bark would split like a sapling’s that

grew too fast in spring
when a late frost wounds it.

Fire he sang,
that trees fear, and I, a tree, rejoiced in its flames.
New buds broke forth from me though it was full summer.

As though his lyre (now I knew its name)
were both frost and fire, its chords flamed

up to the crown of me.

I was seed again.
I was fern in the swamp.

I was coal.
And at the heart of my wood
(so close was I to becoming man or a god)

there was a kind of silence, a kind of sickness,
something akin to what men call boredom,

something
(the poem descends a scale, a stream over stones)

that gives to a candle its coldness
in the midst of its burning, he said.



It was then,
when in the blaze of his power that

reached me and changed me
I thought I should fall my length,

that the singer began
to leave me. Slowly
moved from my noon shadow

to open light,
words leaping and dancing over his shoulders
back to me

rivery sweep of lyre-tones becoming
slowly again

ripple
And I

in terror
but not in doubt of

what I must do
in anguish, in haste,

wrenched from the earth root after root,
the soil heaving and cracking, the moss tearing asunder –
and behind me the others, my brothers
forgotten since dawn. In the forest
they too had heard,
and were pulling their roots in pain
out of a thousand years’ layers of dead leaves,
rolling the rocks away,

breaking themselves
out of
their depths.

You would have thought we would lose the sound of the lyre,
of the singing

so dreadful the storm-sounds were, where there was no storm,
no wind but the rush of our
branches moving, our trunks breasting the air.

But the music!
The music reached us.



Clumsily,
stumbling over our own roots,

rustling our leaves in answer,
we moved, we followed.

All day we followed, up hill and down.
We learned to dance,

for he would stop, where the ground was flat,
and words he said

taught us to leap and to wind in and out
around one another in figures the lyre’s measure designed.

The singer
laughed till he wept to see us, he was so glad.

At sunset
we came to this place I stand in, this knoll
with its ancient grove that was bare grass then.

In the last light of that day his song became
farewell.

He stilled our longing.
He sang our sun-dried roots back into the earth,

watered them: all-night rain of music so quiet
we could almost

not hear it in the
moonless dark.

By dawn he was gone.
We have stood here since,

in our new life.
We have waited.

He does not return.
It is said he made his earth-journey, and lost
what he sought.

It is said they felled him
and cut up his limbs for firewood.

And it is said
his head still sang and was swept out to sea singing.

Perhaps he will not return.



But what we have lived
comes back to us.

We see more.
We feel, as our rings increase,

something that lifts our branches, that stretches our furthest leaf-tips

from Poems 1968-1972 published by New Directions Publishing Corporation, New York.
Copyright © Denise Levertov 1970. Reproduced by permission of New Directions Publishing Corp.

DISC 2

1. Australian Soundscape V : Hunting a Crested Bellbird for Dr Gilbert at Palm Creek

We come to the last and most haunting of the soundscapes, whose title simply refers to my own
pathetic attempts to record Crested Bellbirds on One Tree Hill in Bendigo for the Master’s thesis.
As soon as they saw the machine, they flew off in search of their Agent, I suspect. Lumsdaine’s
negotiations, in the very centre of the continent, were rather more successful, as you’ll hear. Or
maybe it was that recent rainfall had caused vegetation to grow in this largely desert area,
attracting the Bellbirds. You’ll gradually hear remarkable variations on a simple 2-plus-5-note
theme, each bird choosing his own pair of pitches and attempting to outdo his neighbours in the
width of their intervals. Another of the Crested Bellbird’s talents is ‘ventriloquy’, the song often
seeming to emanate from a point several metres from the singer. A Red-browed Pardalote
provides the coda, with his own baroque variant of the Bellbird theme.

2. Metamorphosis at Mullet Creek (1994)

Now a 60th-birthday greeting to this fortunate writer. The title refers to shared revelatory
experiences recording birdsong in a quiet backwater north of the Hawkesbury River in the summer
of 1978-9. I heard for the first time the music of the Grey Shrike-thrush, the Spotted Pardalote, and
also the Indian Koel or Kokila who had featured in a recently-completed work of my own. His
microtonal inflections, reflected in this little piece for sopranino recorder, also reflected his foreign
origins and thereby revealed to our ears the essentially consonant quality of the native birdsong.



3-12. A Norfolk Songbook (1992)

This magical cycle was written for Tracey Chadwell and John Turner, who first performed it at the
Whitworth Gallery in Manchester the following year.

Powerful personal reasons first brought David Lumsdaine to North Norfolk in 1972, to a little
cottage next to a level crossing, filled with a creative energy which I myself experienced when
visiting there. The environment, calm and spreading as it is, engendered not only music but also
poetry in Lumsdaine’s creative spirit, particularly when, in 1986, the United States used Norfolk as
one of their bases for attacks on Libya, thereby also destroying for a while the natural calmness of
that north-facing coastal retreat. Calmness in the songs is, however, preserved by the modality;
leaping melodic lines convey other, more disturbing feelings.

[3] Gallows Hill

Gallows Hill is not
what I would call a hill, it rises
so gently from the shore. Yet here
I see fields, woods, town,
marshes, sea, spread straight to the horizon,
but mostly I see sky and clouds;
throughout the northern hemisphere
there’s nothing to obscure the view.

There’s always wind.
On the calmest day a breeze
still laps the corn,
tasting of salt and camomile.

Did they ever hang
a man or woman here?
Did someone – like myself – put
rope around a neck like mine,
pull gently, considerately,
till first the noose bit,

burnt my flesh, until
blood rising hot and hard and sure
I slowly burst for breath?

Now the name
is just some words upon a map,
a shadow to thrill the children
on a summer evening walk.

To the south, a monster plane
grinds
behind the wood of beech and pine and holly,
slowly emerges
above the deserted cottage,
and hoists its bulk into the heavy air.

On the wire fence
near where three roads meet
hang bright shrivelled
eyeless skins
of crow and rook
and weasel.



[4] Hare

Pheasant crows from the hedgerow,
partridges creak around the field,
the last thrush flourish from a spindly oak

hare melts into dusk.

[5] The world oozing

Far, far off, a steeple
rises above the line of the marsh.

My boot marks dwindle,
stretching way back
to the edge of the mud.

Dunlins flicker along
the last creek left
by the falling tide.

A mile away, beyond the piping redshank,
an oilskin digs for shellfish
in no man’s land.

After the piping,
only the sound
of the world oozing.

Where’s the sea?
To the north,
already covering
dunlin, oilskin, mud-blisters, me.

[6] Hedgerow

Hedgerow,
Yellowhammer,
Yellowhammer,
Yellowhammer,
passing tractor,
dust.

[7] Wind shouts

The wind shouts,
hurls clouds of stinging sand.

A twist of curling foam
rips a buoy through the racing tide.

Whichever way I turn
something catches in my eye.



[8] Barn Owl

White-flecked-tawny,
along the hedge
two hunched wings
carry a pair of eyes,
intent, alert.

Along the hedge and up the chase,
no shape or colour now,
bare movement in the least of light,
death passes silent,
rhythmical.

Returning along the field’s further edge,
a sudden side-slip,
then steady flight across
the road –

death glides patiently in the growing light;
it floats on its own time
to feed young owls
by sunrise.

Yesterday, less patient birds
flew these skies to Libya.
What children did their
talons feed?
What dawn to their stark day?

[9] Gulls jostling

Gulls jostle the tide,
a band of oystercatchers ambushes a mud bank,
the sea wall shoots a lark into the sky;
whatever next?

[10] Rainbow dance

Sea retreated,
clouds blown away,
leaves still,

caught in the web of rain-washed sunlight
a spider
watches the crossbills’ rainbow dance.

[11] Black sky

Black sky, grey beach,
the pines a shadow across the bay;
the rain sweeps in
on its side.

Everything is running!



[12] Spring tide

Spring tide of sunlight

rising over

sand,
mud,

water,

washing

the far line of pines, and
coast guard’s hut,

gilding

creeks,
those diamond snakes,

twisting through the salt marsh,

flooding

grain ships
lolling at the quayside

grinning through their rusted paint,
battered metal proudly

gleaming,

floating



gulls twisting in currents of underlight,
hawking the wake of returning fishing boats, screaming,

bickering over drowned fish,

embracing

playground swings, war memorial, HARBOUR CAFE and public
lavatories smiling, gossiping, stretching arms,

nodding greetings to a
surprised, stranded

milk float
parked beneath the elevator of

the stolid granary, warming its bricks, which, standing high
above the quay, sees

the bank of grey cloud stretched out above the rising sun,

waiting to engulf it, and restore the little town to order, to mute
colours, soften edges, still reflections, before

the postman on his doorstep
sees it, drops his bag

and stands
amazed,

marooned.

Poems © David Lumsdaine



13-15. Cambewarra (1980)

The last of Lumsdaine’s major works for solo piano was commissioned by Peter Lawson for a
concert he gave in the New Music Forum series in Manchester in 1981. In every way it is the
composer’s most directly poetic celebration of an Australian landscape, including its birdsong, in a
territory with which he has close associations. Two hours south of Sydney lies Kangaroo Valley,
bounded to the west by the Great Dividing Range and to the east by Cambewarra, or Smoky
Mountain. Although the valley and mountain-slopes were partially cleared by settlers in the 19th
century, much of the original bushland and its wildlife are now reasserting themselves. The three
continuous movements of Cambewarra are responses to this vibrant land, in the sense that they
parallel three visions of the same territory at successive points approaching sunrise. The parallel
too, with three of the Darling River Studies, is obvious, as is that with Monet’s sets of landscapes
presenting a chosen view at different times of day.

The music, then, is an architectural embodiment of shape, colour, space and charged stillness.
Shape is in the gestures, but also in the space, subtly moulded around four climax-points; colour is
in the harmonies and the amazing keyboard explorations; space and stillness are the underlying, if
disrupted, essence of the work. A particular atmospheric feature is the use of the third pedal to
create sustained background resonance from un-damped groups of piano strings. Each movement
begins with a version of the same gesture, involving a repeated D – the focal pitch, rather like the
‘unstated’ fundamental on which Australian birdsong appears to be built, which I myself discovered
in certain areas also to be D. The first movement expands into chorales, the second into cadenzas
and the third is in fact a consummation and multiplication of these two features. The first and third
movements may be heard separately.

Cambewarra was conceived at the point of nascence of the last day of 1978. Although elements of
modality and even tonality are present in much of Lumsdaine’s earlier work, here in seminal form
we hear the newer kind of modality so strikingly and individually present in the other compositions
on these discs, which no doubt owes its paternity to Australian birdsong; within five years the first
of his many soundscapes would be created. The work is dedicated to the composer’s cousins, Hal
Wootten and Jane Mathews, with whom he was staying in Kangaroo Valley at the time.

Notes © 2010 Anthony Gilbert



The composer

David Lumsdaine was born in Sydney in 1931. He started to improvise at the piano while very
young, but only began to receive formal music lessons at the age of eleven. Higher-level musical
studies were later pursued at the New South Wales Conservatorium, and he also gained a general
arts degree at the University of Sydney. Finding support for his creative work somewhat lacking, he
was advised to come to England (the usual prerequisite for the young creative artist at that time),
and to study composition with Mátyás Seiber, then one of the most highly-regarded and
progressive of Britain’s composition teachers. This he did, arriving in 1953 and settling down to
serious study eighteen months later, after first engaging in a series of collaborative works with the
Australian poet Peter Porter. Later, to broaden his technical and idiomatic approach, he became a
postgraduate student at the Royal Academy of Music with Lennox Berkeley. Here, he set up the
Manson Room, a sort of contemporary music centre within the Academy. He first earned his living
as a schoolteacher, then as a proofreader and as Editor for Universal Edition, who became his first
publisher. In 1970 he was appointed Lecturer at Durham University, where among other things he
supervised the creation of a major electro-acoustic studio with Peter Manning, later moving to
King’s College, London where he shared a Lectureship with his wife, composer Nicola LeFanu. He
now lives in York.

Early performances in Britain were of orchestral works mounted by the Society for the Promotion
of New Music in 1960 and 1961, and these attracted very positive attention. Lumsdaine then
returned to setting Porter poems: 3 cantatas, one of which, Temptations in the Wilderness, was
performed in 1964, and another, Annotations of Auschwitz, the following year at a major SPNM
concert at the Commonwealth Institute to much acclaim. This latter is the only surviving Porter
collaboration. But despite, or maybe because of, his prolonged absence from his homeland, the
urge to write works with a clearer Australian connection became overwhelming. The first of these,
Kelly Ground for solo piano, was written for Roger Smalley in 1966 and its several performances
shortly thereafter firmly established Lumsdaine’s, as well as Smalley’s, reputation. It was around
this time that he collaborated with Anthony Gilbert and Don Banks in the setting up of the ground-
breaking SPNM Composers’ Weekends, intended perhaps as a follow-on from the historically
significant Wardour Castle Summer Schools for composers of 1964 and ’65.

His mature compositions tend to form trilogies, widely-spaced in time though each constituent
work may have been. Kelly Ground was followed in 1973 by Ruhe sanfte, sanfte ruh’ and in 1981 by
Cambewarra. After the orchestral work Episodes of 1969 came Salvation Creek with Eagle of 1974



and Hagoromo of 1977-80. (A Garden of Earthly Delights of 1992 was strictly a cello concerto.) The
main electro-acoustic works follow a similar pattern: Aria for Edward John Eyre for soprano,
narrators and ensemble with live electronics of 1972 was followed by what might perhaps be
regarded as Lumsdaine’s first ‘sound canvas’, Big Meeting for tape, completed 1978. Two years
later came Wild Ride to Heaven, a ‘radiophonic adventure’ produced in collaboration with Nicola
LeFanu. It is possible to discover similar groupings within the huge range of chamber works with or
without voice. The soundscapes, however, follow a rule of their own, yet as will be heard on these
discs, are an integral part of Lumsdaine’s strikingly original compositional vision.

© Tregeagle, 2010

PERFORMERS:
Lesley-Jane Rogers, soprano Martyn Brabbins, director*
John Turner, recorder(s) Matilda Tullberg, flute*
Peter Lawson, piano Ian Mitchell, clarinet*

Richard Howarth, violin*
Richard Williamson, viola*
Jonathan Price, cello (ensemble* and soloist)

* in A tree telling of Orpheus



The performers

Lesley-Jane Rogers is heralded as one of the most versatile soloists of today, and is renowned for
her captivating and evocative performances. An established concert soloist, she specialises in
oratorio, ‘vocal concertos’, solo cantatas, recitals and contemporary music, and has a vast repertoire
of several hundred works. She studied singing and piano at the Royal Academy of Music where she
won several prizes, and in 2003 was made an ‘Associate’ in recognition of her eminence in the
profession. She has worked with many leading conductors and orchestras, and her discography
numbers several new-music releases for the specialist label Métier, various English composer CDs
for the Campion/Cameo label, as well as discs for Toccata Classics, Hyperion, Collins Classics and
ASV. She has also released two CDs, one of Schubert Lieder and one of English Song on the
Penchant label with the pianist Christopher Ross.

John Turner is one of the leading recorder players of today. He was Senior Scholar in Law at
Fitzwilliam College Cambridge before pursuing a legal career, acting for many distinguished
musicians and musical organisations, alongside his many musical activities. These included
numerous appearances with David Munrow's pioneering Early Music Consort of London. He now
devotes his time to playing, writing, reviewing, publishing, composing and generally energising. He
has played and broadcast as recorder soloist with the Academy of St Martin-in-the-Fields, the
Academy of Ancient Music, the English Chamber Orchestra and the English Baroque Soloists,
amongst other leading chamber orchestras. His recordings include no less than five sets of the
Brandenburg Concertos, but lately he has made numerous acclaimed recordings of the recorder’s
contemporary repertoire, including four concerto discs, all of which have received widespread
acclaim both in the UK and abroad, and have been extensively broadcast. In the last year or two he
has played in Germany, Switzerland, Poland, France, New Zealand, Japan and the USA, and given
many recitals on Radio 3 with pianist Peter Lawson. In all, he has given the first performances of
over 400 works for the recorder, many of which have now entered the standard repertoire, and his
own recorder compositions are regularly set for festivals and examinations. He was awarded an
Honorary Fellowship by the Royal Northern College of Music in 2002 for his services to British
music.

Peter Lawson has appeared as soloist with orchestra, in recital or for radio throughout the UK and
in Europe, Japan and Russia. With a repertoire stretching from the baroque to contemporary jazz,
Peter’s many commercial recordings include Satie (for EMI and awarded a Silver Disc), American
Sonatas (2 volumes for Virgin Classics, acknowledged by a prestigious Churchill Fellowship to the



USA) and Michael Nyman’s concerto (with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra). He also works with
the Equivox Trio (with Rob Buckland, saxophone and Simone Rebello, percussion) and Tango5
(recreating the tango quintets of Piazzolla). Peter is also senior tutor in piano at both Chetham’s
School of Music and the RNCM and an examiner for the Associated Board.

Born in Canterbury in 1979, Matilda Tullberg studied at Trinity College of Music where she graduated
with First Class Honours. During her time at Trinity Matilda studied with Karen Jones in London and
Jeanne Baxtresser in New York. As a soloist Matilda has performed extensively throughout Britain and
abroad. She has received the Sir John Barbirolli Award; the Worshipful Company of Musicians awarded
her their Silver Medal, and more recently Matilda was a medal winner at the Shell London Symphony
Orchestra's Woodwind Scholarship which included performing the Jolivet Flute Concerto with the
London Symphony Orchestra. In 2002 Matilda was awarded a Countess of Munster Musical Trust Grant
which enabled her to commission a new gold flute from Brannen-Cooper of Boston. Matilda's UK
performances have included a recital for the Park Lane Group at the Purcell Room; a recital by the
Tullberg Ensemble at St. John's, Smith Square and the Purcell Room; and concerto appearances at St.
John's, Smith Square. She has also undertaken a number of engagements in America and Canada.

Ian Mitchell studied clarinet with Jock Maclean and then Alan Hacker at the Royal Academy of Music and
read Music at London University. He has performed worldwide as soloist and chamber musician,
including in North Korea - the first (and only!) British clarinettist to appear there. He has recorded with
ensembles as diverse as The Monteverdi Orchestra, the improvising group AMM, The Michael Nyman
Band, BBC Symphony Orchestra, Gemini, and Liria - an Albanian folk band. His CD of works for solo bass
clarinet was the first by a British artist, and he has commissioned more than 30 pieces for the instrument.
Ian Mitchell is Director of the chamber ensemble Gemini, renowned for its concert work and its
education projects. Formerly Senior Lecturer in Music Performance and University Director of Music at
Exeter University, he became Head of the Faculty of Wind, Brass & Percussion at Trinity College of Music
in 2007.

After studying at the Royal College of Music in London, Richard Howarth worked with the City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, BBC Concert Orchestra and as Leader of the Ulster Orchestra
before becoming Leader of Manchester Camerata. He has been a guest leader with the Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, the BBC Scottish and Welsh Symphony Orchestras, the BBC
Philharmonic, the Hallé, Orchestra of St John’s Smith Square, Scottish Chamber Orchestra, East of
England Orchestra and Bournemouth Sinfonietta. Richard directs the Manchester Chamber



Ensemble and is a member of Trio Melzi with cellist Jonathan Price and pianist Sarah Beth Briggs. In
recent years Richard has been in increasing demand as a conductor. He has conducted Manchester
Camerata, the Ulster Orchestra, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, the London, Scottish and
Manchester Concert Orchestras and, from the violin, has directed Manchester Camerata and the
Scottish Chamber Orchestra. As an educator working with amateur groups, he is Principal

Conductor of Sale Chamber Orchestra and Sheffield Chamber Orchestra and regularly conducts
Blackburn Symphony Orchestra and Chester Philharmonic Orchestra. Richard coaches orchestras at
the Royal Northern College of Music and Chetham’s School of Music.

Richard Williamson was born in Australia in 1955. He has had a passion for chamber music ever
since his student days at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music - his student string quartet giving the
opening concert at one of the halls in the Sydney Opera House. He was principal viola with the
Sydney Conservatorium Chamber Orchestra and the Australian Youth Orchestra, as well as a
founder member of the renowned Australian Chamber Orchestra. In 1976 he moved to London and
performed regularly as principal violist with the London Mozart Players, the English Chamber
Orchestra and the City of London Sinfonia. He joined the Rasumovsky String Quartet and in 1977
gave a highly acclaimed solo debut recital in London’s Wigmore Hall. In 1983 he moved to
Manchester to take up the position of principal viola with Manchester Camerata and the Goldberg
Ensemble. He continued to play as guest principal viola with many Chamber Orchestras throughout
the UK and for a number of years was a member of the McFarlane String Quartet. Besides chamber
music, solo and broadcast commitments, Richard is currently principal viola with Manchester
Camerata and performs regularly with orchestra and chamber groups in the North-West of England
and further afield.

Jonathan Price was born in Staffordshire, and studied at the Royal Northern College of Music with
Paul Ward, Moray Welsh and Ralph Kirshbaum; later with the help of an Arts Council Bursary, he
studied the Baroque Cello with Anthony Pleeth. In addition to his work as principal cello with
Manchester Camerata, he has worked with a wide variety of chamber ensembles. For ten years he
was a member of the Matisse Piano Quartet, broadcasting most of the piano quartet repertoire for
the BBC; he was also a member of the Baroque ensemble, Musical Offering, and has performed
regularly with the counter-tenor James Bowman in the Legrand Ensemble. In 2004 Jonathan
founded the Quartet for the King of Prussia, a quartet playing on period instruments; this ensemble
had a residency for a period of five years in Shrewsbury and Staffordshire – HAYDN 2009 –



celebrating Haydn’s bicentenary in that year, and funded by Arts Council England. He is also
Camerata’s Staffordshire musician in residence; in the Bach to the Future project he will give 17
performances of Bach cello suites in unusual locations, many of them on an electric cello.

Artistic Director of the Cheltenham International Festival of Music 2005-2007, Martyn Brabbins was
Associate Principal Conductor of the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra 1994-2005. He is Principal
Guest Conductor of the Royal Flemish Philharmonic, a position which started in September 2009.
After studying composition in London and then conducting with Ilya Musin in Leningrad, his career
was launched when he won first prize at the 1988 Leeds Conductors' Competition. Since then
Brabbins has regularly conducted all the major UK orchestras and is much sought-after in Europe,
notably in Germany, Holland, Belgium and Scandinavia. Since his early days conducting Mozart at
the Kirov, Brabbins has also conducted for the Deutsche Oper Berlin, English National Opera and
Opera North, and Frankfurt Opera. This coming season he conducts Wozzeck at the Flemish Oper,
returns to Hamburg for Death in Venice (following his debut last season in Lyon with the same
work), and returns to the Netherlands Opera for a world premiere. Last season Brabbins’ symphonic
engagements included appearances at the South Bank in subscription with the London
Philharmonic and Philharmonia orchestras; his Tokyo debut, with the Tokyo Metropolitan (where he
returns in 2011); and visits to the Netherlands Radio Chamber in the prestigious Matinée series, the
Residentie Orkest, Salzburg Mozarteumorchester and Lahti Symphony. He is a regular guest with the
City of Birmingham Symphony, Hallé and BBC Philharmonic orchestras, and appears several times
each season with the BBC Symphony and BBC Scottish Symphony orchestras in subscription and at
the BBC Proms.
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Irene Auerbach, George Benjamin, Douglas Bertram, Professor David Blake, William Brooks,
Anthony Burton, Michael Clarke, the late Bill Colleran, Clive E. Constance, Lyell Cresswell, Kevin and
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